Does the degree of linguistic experience (native versus nonnative) modulate the degree to which listeners can benefit from a delay between the onset of the maskers and the onset of the target speech?
Background noise has a greater adverse effect on word recognition when people are listening in their second language (L2) as opposed to their first language (L1). The present study investigates the extent to which linguistic experience affects the ability of L2 listeners to benefit from a delay between the onset of a masker and the onset of a word. In a previous study (Ben-David, Tse & Schneider, 2012), word recognition thresholds for young L1s were found to improve with the increase in the delay between the onset of a masker (either a stationary noise or a babble of voices) and the onset of a word. The investigators interpreted this result as reflecting the ability of L1 listeners to rapidly segregate the target words from a masker. Given stream segregation depends, in part, on top-down knowledge-driven processes, we might expect stream segregation to be more "sluggish" for L2 listeners than for L1 listeners, especially when the masker consists of a babble of L2 voices. In the present study, we compared the ability of native English speakers to those who had either recent or long-term immersion in English as L2, to benefit from a delay between masker onset and word onset for English words. Results show that thresholds were higher for the two L2s groups than for the L1s. However, the rate at which word recognition improved with word-onset delay was unaffected by linguistic status, both when words were presented in noise, and in babble. Hence, for young listeners, stream segregation appears to be independent of linguistic status, suggesting that bottom-up sensory mechanisms play a large role in stream segregation in this paradigm. The implications of a failure of older L1 listeners (in Ben-David et al.) to benefit from a word-onset delay when the masker is a babble of voices are discussed.